AHNDA

AHNDA
Lounge chair

Design by Stephen Burks | Item code: 070005 | Weight 12 kg /27 lbs | Volume 0,6 m³/20 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,30 m / 3.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: AHNDA, by Stephen Burks, is an outdoor lounge chair family with all of the iconic style, ergonomic comfort
and luxurious attention to detail one expects of the finest indoor pieces. Available in wingback and lounge versions, its
posture inclined enough for relaxation but upright enough for conversation, AHNDA features an innovative ‘transparent
upholstery’ of weatherproof DEDON fiber.
Lounge chair: This low-back lounge chair features a relaxed seating posture and an embracing backrest cushion.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Iconic, classic, relaxed, exceptionally comfortable, masterfully hand - crafted
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Fabrics

Deco cushions

Seat cushion: 95070007 + fabric code
Back cushion: 95070008 + fabric code
Deco cushion: 1x 95050081 + fabric code
105
elemental

106
white quarz

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

56070005000

108
graphite
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Recommended number of deco cushions
1x 40 x 40 cm (1x 95050081)

AHNDA
Wing chair

Design by Stephen Burks | Item code: 070006 | Weight 18 kg /40 lbs | Volume 1 m³/37 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,30 m /3.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: AHNDA, by Stephen Burks, is an outdoor lounge chair family with all of the iconic style, ergonomic comfort
and luxurious attention to detail one expects of the finest indoor pieces. Available in wingback and lounge versions, its
posture inclined enough for relaxation but upright enough for conversation, AHNDA features an innovative ‘transparent
upholstery’ of weatherproof DEDON fiber.
Wing chair: This high-back wing chair features a relaxed seating posture, an embracing backrest cushion and a
headrest cushion that can be used at two heights.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Iconic, classic, relaxed, exceptionally comfortable, masterfully hand - crafted
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Fabrics

Headrest cushions

Seat cushion: 95070007 + fabric code
Back cushion: 95070008 + fabric code
Deco cushion: 1x 95050081 + fabric code
105
elemental

106
white quarz

95070006
Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

56070006000

108
graphite
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95070009

95070009

AHNDA
2-seater

Design by Stephen Burks | Item code: 070012 | Weight 15 kg /34 lbs | Volume 1,1m³/39 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): to be determined

3¼

Measurements

66¼

Collection: AHNDA, by Stephen Burks, is an outdoor lounge chair family with all of the iconic style, ergonomic comfort
an d l u x u rious attention to detail one expects of the finest indoor pieces. Available in wingback and lounge versions, its
posture inclined enough for relaxation but upright enough for conversation, AHNDA features an innovative ‘transparent
upholstery’ of weatherproof DEDON fiber.
2-seater: Seating two people with ease, the AHNDA 2-seater offers the same exceptional comfort and thoughtful
attention to details as the AHNDA lounge chairs.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Iconic, classic, relaxed, exceptionally comfortable, masterfully hand-crafted
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Fabrics
Seat cushion: 95070012 + fabric code
Back cushion: 95070013 + fabric code

105
elemental

106
white quarz

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

56070012000

108
graphite
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AHNDA
Footstool

Design by Stephen Burks | Item code: 070031 | Weight 6 kg /14 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/8 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,58 m /2.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: AHNDA, by Stephen Burks, is an outdoor lounge chair family with all of the iconic style, ergonomic comfort
and luxurious attention to detail one expects of the finest indoor pieces. Available in wingback and lounge versions, its
posture inclined enough for relaxation but upright enough for conversation, AHNDA features an innovative ‘transparent
upholstery’ of weatherproof DEDON fiber.
Footstool / Coffee table: This footstool complements both lounge chair and wing chair and doubles as a coffee table
when a tempered glass top is added.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder- coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Iconic, classic, relaxed, exceptionally comfortable, masterfully hand - crafted
Options: This item may be used as a coffee table when the cushion is removed and replaced with a tabletop.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Fabrics

Seat cushion: 95070031 + fabric code
105
elemental

106
white quarz

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

56070031000

108
graphite
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AHNDA
Coffee table

Design by Stephen Burks | Item code: 070032 | Weight 15,5 kg /135 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/8 cu ft
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Collection: AHNDA, by Stephen Burks, is an outdoor lounge chair family with all of the iconic style, ergonomic comfort
and luxurious attention to detail one expects of the finest indoor pieces. Available in wingback and lounge versions, its
posture inclined enough for relaxation but upright enough for conversation, AHNDA features an innovative ‘transparent
upholstery’ of weatherproof DEDON fiber.
Footstool / Coffee table: This footstool complements both lounge chair and wing chair and doubles as a coffee table
when a tempered glass top is added.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder- coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Iconic, classic, relaxed, exceptionally comfortable, masterfully hand - crafted
Options: This item may be used as a coffee table when the cushion is removed and replaced with a tabletop.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
Fiber Standard

105
elemental

106
white quarz

Tabletops

Additional Items

Cover

105
elemental

304
lipari

56070031000

108
graphite
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305
vulcano

